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Introduction
Congratulations on your purchase of the finest power inverter available. With care and common
sense, this inverter will provide years of trouble-free service.
The building blocks of the 2 KW system are as follows:
1. Power Module - this is a 1000 Watt slave power inverter. It requires drive signals from a Master
Module or Control Card as described below. This module is the backbone of the inverter system
and will be the majority of the modules in most systems.
2. Master Module - This is a 1000 Watt power inverter which contains all the electronics necessary
to operate. It requires an enclosure to provide connections to the battery and AC output. This
module can also operate up to 19 slave Power Modules as listed above. If this module is used
to operate the slave modules, the system cannot be fully redundant.
Exeltech manufactures a complete line of power inverters. This manual covers all the possible
configurations of an Exeltech MX series inverter with the 7 inch case, which is available with 1000
or 2000 Watts outputs. A 1000 Watt output 24Vdc input inverter is used as an example throughout.
Therefore, some information may not pertain to your inverter. The following table describes which
power levels are available in each input and output voltage.

Output Voltage Vac
Power (W)

100

120

1000

X

X

2000

X

X

240

Input Voltage Vdc
12

24

24

32

36

48

66

108

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Waveform
The inverter is design to convert DC power
from a Battery system into AC power.
Exeltech inverters are unique in that they
provide a pure clean AC Voltage
independent of input battery voltage or
outputs loads. The Ac output is a true sine
wave, meaning that the output voltage
changes smoothly and continuously over
the period of each cycle. Figure one shows
the waveform of a true sine wave. This is
the Waveform of Exeltech Inverters.
Figure 1 - Sine Wave Output

time (secs)

Figure 1 - Sine Wave Output
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Block Diagram
The output is achieved through a process of double regulation. The Block Diagram in figure 2
shows this. The input voltage is stepped up by high power DC to DC converter. This supply is
regulated which helps keep the output voltage immune to battery voltage changes. The output of
this DC to DC converter feeds the input of a proprietary DC to AC converter. This converter
compares the output voltage of the inverter to a perfect sine wave and makes 25000 adjustments
per second. These adjustments are then filtered so all that remains is a pure sine wave output.
For a more detailed explanation of operation refer to appendix A.

Figure 2 - Block Diagram

200 VOLTS DC
DC
INPUT
VOLTAGE

AC
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

DC TO AC
CONVERTER

DC TO DC
CONVERTER

Controls and Connections
The following page is a description of the controls and connections to the Exeltech MX
Series 2KW inverter system.

LED

LED

ON/OFF
SWITCH

RESET

(Master Power Module on left and Slave Power Module on right)
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DC and AC Connections
BATT ( + ) = Positive side of battery connection.
BATT ( - ) = Negative side of battery connection.
[ RED = LINE 2 ( 117Vac Phase Two to GROUND ) WHEN USED IN BI-PHASE ]
BLK ( Black) = LINE 1 ( 117Vac to GROUND )
WHT ( White) = NEUTRAL
RMT (Remote) = Remote Turn ON.
( DC negative (-) to this terminal turns on the inverter )
GRN = Chassis Ground
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Installation
The Exeltech MX inverter system is designed to run from a battery bank. In order to achieve the
optimum inverter performance the battery must be sized for the load.

Caution:The inverter must be installed
with a battery in the DC side
of the system.

-

+
Caution:The inverter is compatible
with positive or negative
ground systems, but one
terminal of battery must
be grounded. The neutral
terminal of the AC output
must also be grounded.
Both grounds should be
connected to the same
grounding rod.

SYSTEM

BATTERY

-

+

SYSTEM

BATTERY

GROUND ROD
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230 Operation and Installation
GROUND

AC Install
STEP 1:

RED

+

WHITE

BLACK

-

STEP 2:
LOAD

-

+

BATTERY
BANK

INVERTER

STEP 3:

GROUND
ROD

Connect 230V loads to the L2Red and L1-Black terminals of the
barrier strip connector.
Connect the White terminal to
earth ground.
Connect the GRD terminal to
earth ground.

DC Install
CAUTION: Observe polarity of battery connection.
STEP 4:
Connect Battery (+) to 5/16 studs provided.
STEP 5:
Connect Battery (-) to 5/16 studs provided.
(A small spark will appear due to large capacitors being charged)
Remote:

Connect battery NEG to this terminal (RMT) to turn inverter “ON”. There is no
current flow in this lead. Make sure front panel switch is on the “off” position.

Operation
The inverter will operate if either “ON/OFF” switch is turned to the “ON” position or if the RMT
lead is connected to the battery negative.
Both switches must be turned off for the inverter to turn off.
NOTE: It may take up to 5 seconds for the inverter to turn ON and come to full operating voltage.
The inverter consists of two 120Vac modules
running out of phase (One Master Power
Module [LEFT] and one Power Module
[RIGHT]). The LEFT module is the reference
phase. It will come up to operating voltage
immediately. The RIGHT Inverter will sense
the operation of the LEFT module and will
phase
lock
180
LED
LED
RSW
CAGE BACKPLANE
degrees
out of
ON/OFF
RESET
phase.
SWITCH
The output voltage between phases may go to zero volts while
the RIGHT module attempts to phase lock.
BATTERY
NEGATIVE

-
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APPENDIX A:
Battery Type
The following section will help you make the correct choice.
Use only Deep cycle batteries for extended use. These batteries are designed to be repeatedly
discharged to 50% of their capacity then fully recharged. If used in this manner they will last
through hundreds of charge, discharge cycles.
Most people are familiar with lead acid batteries in their vehicles. These batteries are designed
to output a large amount of current for a short period of time then be completely recharged. Deep
discharging these batteries seriously degrades their life.
They are not recommended for powering inverters for any length of time.
There are many types of Deep Cycle batteries available from distributors. A 105AH Deep cycle
battery is used in the sample calculations below.
-

+

12V

-

+

All the calculations will be in Watts and Watt-Hours since this makes
calculations independent of input voltage. Most batteries however are
rated in amp-hours. It will be necessary to convert this to Watt-Hours.
From OHM’s Law :
Voltage is equal to current times resistance V = I x R
and Power is equal to current times voltage P = I x V

12V

-

+

Watt-Hour conversion

Watt-Hours = Amp-Hours x Battery Voltage

12V
for example: to find out how many Watt-Hours in a 100AH 12Vdc battery.
-

+

12V

100AH x 12 Vdc = 1200 Watt-Hours
Therefore a 12Vdc 100AH battery has 1200 Watt-Hours of capacity.

Figure 4a

The Watt-Hour capacity of a battery bank is the sum of all the batteries connected in the system.
For example four 100AH batteries (1200 Watt-Hours each) result in a 4800 Watt-Hour battery
Bank ( 4x 1200 = 4800 ). As shown in figure 4a. This is true despite the terminal voltage of the
battery bank, assuming the rules for connecting them described in the next section are followed.
These four batteries for instance may be connected for a battery bank terminal voltage of 12 Vdc,
24Vdc or 48Vdc.
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Battery Bank configuration
+
A battery is typically a collection of cells connected in series
to give the desired output voltage and Watt-Hour capacity.
12V
For purposes of this manual a battery bank is defined as a
series, parallel or series-parallel connection of batteries to
give the desired battery bank terminal voltage and Watt+
Hour capacity. Again we will use a 100AH battery for our
12V
examples. These batteries have a terminal voltage of 12Vdc.
24V
They may be connected in series to give higher voltages.
Figure 4b
Connecting two batteries in series, positive terminal of one
battery connected to the negative terminal of the other as
shown in figure 4b, will make a battery bank with a 24Vdc
terminal voltage. It is important that all batteries in this
series connected branches be of exactly the same capacity.
+
If not, the branch will only have the Watt-Hour capacity of the
12V
smallest battery. They may also be connected in parallel to
give higher capacity. As shown in figure 5 connecting the
positive terminal of one battery to the positive terminal of the
+
other. Then similar connecting the negative terminal of the
12V
first battery to the negative terminal of the second battery.
This results in a 12Vdc battery bank with a capacity of 2400
12V
Watt-Hours. Batteries of dissimilar capacities may be
Figure 5
connected in parallel without any detrimental effects. These
batteries must however be of the same type. That is to say,
they must all be lead acid deep cycle batteries or they must be nickel-cadmium batteries. DO NOT
CONNECT DISSIMILAR BATTERIES IN PARALLEL, such as a lead-acid to a nickel-cadmium,
damage to the batteries may result. Batteries may also be connected in combinations of series and
parallel to get higher voltages and higher capacities. This combination is shown in figure 6. This is
just a combination of the above connections with a couple more rules of connection. As shown in
figure 6 each series connection of batteries will be referred
as a branch. Each of these branches must have the same
+
+
terminal voltage ( ie. 24Vdc, 36Vdc, etc. ). The Watt-Hour
12V
12V
capacity of each battery in a branch must be the same. Any
two branches can be of different Watt-Hour capacity. These
branches can then all be connected in parallel to create a
+
+
battery bank of any size. The diagram in figure 6 shows two
(2) branches of two (2) batteries each connected in parallel
12V
12V
to give a total of 4800 Watt-Hours of capacity.
24V
Sizing the battery bank and inverter
Figure 6
Now, determine the size battery bank required for your set of
circumstances. Two things determine the size battery bank
required, THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WATT-HOURS REQUIRED and THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
WATTS THAT WILL RUN AT ONE TIME.
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Simultaneous
Starting Power

Continuous
Running

Time

N/A

40

40

3

120

30

N/A

40

30

3

90

COMPUTER

100

N/A

100

3

300

HEATER

900

N/A

0.3

270

OSC.

70

N/A

2

140

DRILL

200

N/A

0.2

40

CIRCULATION
PUMP

500

2000

1.5

750

Item

Running
Power

CRT

40

A/D
CONVERTER

TOTAL

Starting
Power

900

2000

500

2980 - worst case
load

670

Watt-Hours

1710

Make a list of all the items that will be run on the inverter and the length of time it must run between
battery charges. Placing it in grid similar to the example below may be helpful. The first column
describes the accessory for identification. The second column is the running watts of the item under
steady state conditions. The third column is the maximum starting power required. This is usually
only needed on items that use motors such as pumps, refrigerators, power tools, and the like.
This data can be found on the product identification label of the item. Usually close to the power
cord will be some kind of label or stamp that gives the model number, manufacturer and the power
requirements. Sometimes it will state the amps required.
You will then need to convert amps into watts per the following formula.
I (amps) x V (volts) = P (watts)
Example: A circulation pump running at 220 Vac has a running current of 2.2 amps and a Starting
Current (sometimes called LRA, locked rotor amps) of 9.0 Amps. Find the running and starting
powers.
2.2A x 220V = 484 Watts running power
9.0A x 220V = 1980 Watts starting power
The rest of the columns will require some educated guessing. The fourth column tries to determine
the maximum load on the inverter and battery system. In this case we assume it is possible for the
TV, VCR, and Microwave oven to be on when the well pump started. This column is used to assure
the inverter can meet the demand as well as the battery bank. The next column (5th) is an attempt
to find the worst case continuous power draw from the battery bank. For purposes of this manual,
continuous will mean the highest load that will be on the battery for more than 15 minutes at a time.
Again here we assume the TV, VCR and water pump run a great deal of the time, or are at least
representative of the average load on the battery. This column is used to determine if any derating
of the battery bank will be required due to too high of power demand.
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The next column (6th) is used to calculate the amount of time each load will run between successive
battery charges. The assumption is the battery is completely charged at the beginning of this time.
This may not be realistic in all situations but is useable for a first pass calculation.
To get the total Watt-Hours multiply the Running Power Watts by the Time columns to get the WattHours needed by each item. Now add the entries in each column to get the total Simultaneous
Starting Watts, the total Continuous Running Watts and the total Watt-Hours.
Examining the totals generated in the table usually forces to difficult decisions.
First look at the Simultaneous Starting Watts. Recall from above, this is a list of the worst case load
on the inverter. This total must be less than or equal to the inverters surge power. If it is not, then
you either need a larger inverter or must reexamine your choices. In the example above the
simultaneous starting power came out to 3000 Watts, the surge power of the Exeltech 1000 inverter
is 2200 Watts. This means the inverter may not start the circulation pump when the heater is running.
After examining the chances of the heater and the pump running simultaneously one may decide
that it is not likely or take some action to assure that the two will not run at the same time. So modify
the total to be 2100 Watts. The alternative is to add a module to the inverter system. This is within
the inverters rating so we may proceed.
Second look at the ratio of the total Watt-Hours to the Continuous Running Watts.
WATT-HOURS ÷ CONTINUOUS-RUNNING-WATTS = LOAD-RATIO
1710/670 = 2.5
The result of this calculation is 2.5 for our example. Now take this load ratio to the table below. Find
the Load Ratio in the left column then read directly to the right of that row to find the corresponding
battery ratio.

Load Ratio

Battery Ratio

1-5

5

5 - 10

4

10 - 15

3

15 - 20

2.5

Greater than 20

2

Since in our example the load ratio is 2.8, we find this lies between 1 - 5 in the left column. The
corresponding battery Ratio for this row is 5. To find the needed battery bank sizes use the following
equation.
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Battery Ratio x Watt-Hours = Battery Bank Watt-Hours
5 x 1710 = 8550 Watt-Hours
Therefore, in our example, we need 8550 Watt-Hours of battery bank. Assuming we are going to use
100 Amp-Hour 12 Vdc batteries that are 1200 Watt-Hours each from our previous calculation we
need to find the number of batteries required.
Battery Bank Watt-Hours ÷ Battery Watt-Hours = # of required batteries
8550/1200 = 7 Batteries
Our example requires seven 100 Amp-Hour batteries. Again this is independent of the battery bank
voltage. So if we had a 12 Vdc system we would need seven batteries in parallel. Now, if we had a
24 Vdc system you would find you cannot build a battery bank per the rules stated above because
each branch of the battery bank must have the same size batteries. The minimum number of
batteries required then is the smallest number over 7 that will build a proper battery bank. In this
case it will take 8 batteries configured. Notice in this example that the required battery bank size
seems much larger than the total Watt-hours indicates. The reason for this is, the simultaneous
running watts in our example places a very heavy current drain on the battery. Most batteries are
designed to give their rated charge if discharged at a rate equal to 1/20th of their Amp-Hour capacity.
For the case of our 100 Amp-Hour battery this means the battery will only give its full capacity if
discharged at a rate of 5 Amps. In the example used, although we did not calculate it directly, it
would discharge a single battery system at about 50 Amps. This is 10 times the discharge capacity
of the battery. To compensate for this heavy loading, the load factor and corresponding battery
factor was used to increase the battery bank size to account for this derating. If the simultaneous
running watts were reduced even slightly in this example, it would result in needing a much smaller
battery bank.
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Cable Sizing
The wiring between the inverter and the battery bank should be as short as possible and of a gauge
at least as great as that called for in the chart below. Since this manual covers many different input
voltages you need to find the correct row for your inverter. Then read across to the column
corresponding to the distance between the inverter and the battery bank.

Power

5 feet

10 feet

15 feet

20 feet

1KW @ 12Vdc

4

2

2

0

1KW @ 24Vdc

8

6

4

2

1KW @ 36Vdc

10

8

8

6

1KW @ 48Vdc

10

10

8

8

1KW @ 66Vdc

12

12

10

10

1KW @ 120Vdc

14

14

14

14

Power

5 feet

10 feet

15 feet

20 feet

2KW @ 12Vdc

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

2KW @ 24Vdc

4

2

0

N/A

2KW @ 36Vdc

6

4

4

2

2KW @ 48Vdc

6

6

4

4

2KW @ 66Vdc

8

8

6

6

2KW @ 120Vdc

10

10

10

10

For example a 2KW, 48Vdc with 10 feet of wire requires 7 gauge wire. Since odd gauges are not
commonly available a 6 gauge wire would be used. Note: 6 gauge wire is larger than 8 gauge wire.
TO AVOID ANY RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE IT IS BEST TO KEEP THE LEADS
BETWEEN THE BATTERY AND THE INVERTER TWISTED TOGETHER AS TIGHTLY AS
POSSIBLE AND AS SHORT AS PRACTICABLE.
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Battery Charger
The Exeltech MX Series of inverters are compatible with any commercially available battery charger.
The inverter will operate normally and output the correct AC voltage over a very wide range of DC
input voltages. The AC output voltage is also totally immune to any amount of ripple or noise on the
battery side of the inverter.
Caution: IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE A BATTERY INSTALLED ON THE INPUT OF THE
INVERTER. DO NOT RUN THE INVERTER DIRECTLY OFF A BATTERY CHARGER.
Efficiency
The inverter maintains a very flat efficiency
from low output power levels up to its
maximum continuous power. The graph
shows the inverters efficiency as a function
of output power. Also included is an
equation from which you can determine the
inverters efficiency for any power level.

EFF
(PO)%

The following formula can be used to
calculate the efficiency of the Exeltech MX
Series inverters.
B and M are constants determined by
inverter performance which are functions of
input voltage, N is the number of 1000 Watt
modules.

PO (WATTS)

For the:
12Vdc input model: B = 0.95 M = -0.0001
24Vdc to 108Vdc model: B = 0.98 M = -0.0001
PO = Power Out
EFF(PO) = Efficiency as a function of Power Out
PIN (PO) = Power IN as a function of Power Out
PIN(PO) = N x 10.0 + [PO/ (M x PO) + B]
where:
EFF(PO) = [PO/PIN(PO)] x 100
RFI (Radio Frequency Interference)
Many electronic devices are susceptible to electronic interference, but take heart, they can usually
be resolved. There are two general ways in which RFI can enter your electronics. First, it may be
conducted in via the power cord, ground paths or data connections. Secondly, it may be radiated
into the device from the source.
This note will discuss how to fix RFI problems with inverters in common installations. Most of the
techniques are quite general in nature and will work with any inverter, but it is specifically targeted
at situations which may occur with the line of Exeltech inverters.
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Most RFI issues arise from the battery cables radiating energy to the device in question. The
radiation occurs due to the high currents the inverter is drawing from the battery. If there is any loop
or aperture formed by the battery cables, it will form a loop antenna and radiate. To fix this problem
first keep the battery to inverter cables as short as possible.
Second, twist the positive and negative battery cables together as tightly as possible. Third,
make sure there is only one ground point
for the battery side of the inverter. There
should only be one path for current to flow
from the battery to the inverter. For instance,
BATTERY
if a metal battery box is connected to ground
INVERTER
and the negative terminal of the battery, and
the inverter is bolted to the battery box, (not a
good location due to corrosion problems) some current may flow through the battery box to the
inverter rather than going through the negative lead of the inverter. In this situation, isolate the
inverter case from the battery box. The next step would be to keep the inverter and DC cables as
far as possible from the device in question. This includes keeping any antenna leads away from the
battery/inverter connections. In extreme cases, a toroidal ferrite bead may be installed around the
inverter input cable. This step is seldom necessary except in Ham radio operations or sensitive
data taking applications.
The previous discussion will solve most problems but occasionally there may be a conducted
problem at the AC output. A quick way to find out if that is the problem, purchase a good quality (it
should cost about $50) EMI/RFI filter at a computer store. Install this filter between the inverter and
the device in question.
Location
The inverter is a highly sophisticated piece of electronic equipment. As such, its location warrants
some special consideration. A good rule would be to mount the inverter as if it was your favorite
piece of stereo equipment. The inverter should be mounted indoors preferably in some type of
equipment shed as close to the battery bank as possible. The gasses emanating from the battery
can be corrosive and highly flammable. Therefore the inverter should be isolated from the battery
bank as much as possible. This can best be achieved by placing the inverter on the opposite side
of a wall separating the battery bank from all the other electronics. The inverter can be wall or shelf
mounted as indicated in the section above.
The inverter must be sheltered from the weather. Keep it away from condensing water. The inverter
will provide its full capability in ambient temperatures from -20oC (-68o F) to 40oC (104o F). As with all
electronics, higher ambient temperatures will lead to a shorter life. There is little that can be done
about ambient air temperature but make sure that adequate ventilation is provided.
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The equipment shed may be as
far from the load as necessary.
The only limitation is the voltage
drop in the AC output between the
inverter and the load. Use the
table below to size the wire from
the inverter to the load if
necessary.

40C (104F)

-20C (-68F)

Feet from inverter to Load

POWER

50’

100’

200’

500’

1KW

12AWG

10AWG

6AWG

2AWG

2KW

10AWG

6AWG

4AWG

0AWG

INVERTER

LOAD
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Module Replacement
Power Modules and Control Cards are “HOT INSERTABLE” or in other words, the modules can
be replaced while the system is powered and running. Alarm cards, Master Modules and 12Vdc
Power Modules ARE NOT hot insertable. To replace these units battery input POWER should be
disconnected from the inverter system.
Power Module & Master Module 12Vdc System
Remove and Replace Procedure
STEP 1:

Shut off power to inverter.

STEP 2:

Loosen the 2 Thumb screws on the front Panel of the inverter. They should become
completely loose from the rack yet remain captive in the Power Module front panel.

STEP 3:

Remove the rear cover of the inverter rack.

STEP 4:

Remove the 2 brass screws that connect the backplane to the Power Module.

STEP 5:

Remove the Power Module by pulling on the front handle, some force will be required.

STEP 6:

Install the new module insuring the ribs on the edge of the heatsink are in the grooves
of the plastic slides.

STEP 7:

Seat module firmly into connector and tighten the two front panel thumb screws.

STEP 8:

Install the two brass screws in through the backplane battery bus bar connections.

STEP 9:

Reinstall the back cover (4 screws).

Power Module 24Vdc - 108Vdc range System
Remove and Replace Procedure
STEP 1:

Shut off power to inverter. (Step 1 only for Non-redundant System. In the Redundant
system modules are “Hot-insertable”).

STEP 2:

Loosen the 2 Thumb screws on the front Panel of the inverter. They should become
completely loose from the rack yet remain captive in the Power Module front panel.

STEP 3:

Remove the Power Module by pulling on the front handle, some force will be required.

STEP 4:

Install the new module insuring the ribs on the edge of the heatsink are in the grooves
of the plastic slides.

STEP 5:

Slide the module in until it just touches the rear connector (first sign of resistance)
exert pressure slowly on the front of the module (over a 10 sec period) until module
enters connector.

STEP 6:

Seat module firmly into connector and tighten the two front panel thumb screws.
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STEP 7:

The module should power up and level with the other module(s).

Master Power Module 24 - 108Vdc range System
Remove and Replace Procedure
STEP 1:

Shut off power to inverter.

STEP 2:

Loosen the 2 Thumb screws on the front Panel of the inverter. They should become
completely loose from the rack yet remain captive in the Power Module front panel.

STEP 3:

Remove the Power Module by pulling on the front handle, some force will be required.

STEP 4:

Install the new module insuring the ribs on the edge of the heatsink are in the grooves
of the plastic slides.

STEP 5:

Seat module firmly into connector and tighten the two front panel thumb screws.

Operation of the Power Module
There is one LED bar graph and one reset button on each module. The bar graph is a peak
responding, RMS calibrated representation of the output current. This meter will read properly
when loads are resistive. As all meters however, when the output currentis non linear the meter
will tend to show a higher output than is actually occurring. This is particularly noticeable when
running electronic loads. With this type of load the peak current can be very high while the RMS
current may be quite low. Since the meter will display output relative to the peak current it will read
quite high. In fact in some electronic loads the meter may read two to three times higher than the
actual RMS current. This conservative approach guarantees the user will be warned in any
possible type of overload current. It is possible however for the inverter to be operating totally
within it’s capabilities when the bar graph indicates full scale.
The module also includes a reset switch which may be depressed by the user any time the module
comes off line. It will only function if the module can come back on line if there is no internal
damage to the module. This usually will only occur if some type of high power transient, such as
starting a large motor beyond the inverters capabilities, caused the modules to believe they could
not balance.
Operation of the Master Module
There is one LED bar graph and a power switch. The bar graph operates the same as that in the
power module. The power switch turns on the entire inverter system.
Operation of the inverter is straightforward once properly installed in a system. Simply turn the
inverter on when ready to use and plug in your loads. One must realize however, the inverter has
a finite power output which cannot be exceeded. If this power is exceeded, the inverter will shut
down to protect itself. The operator must be careful to not plug in 1 or more loads that total up to
greater than the inverters output power rating. During the first day of operation it is suggested that
all loads or combination of loads the inverter is likely to see are run on the inverter. Most problems
occur when a sensitive load such as a computer is running on the inverter when some large motor
load such as a pump turns on. While the inverter may run the pump alone just fine, if the pumps
surge current plus the running current of the computer exceed the inverters surge power it is
possible the computer will shut off.
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It is important to identify these problems early and take corrective action before any serious data
is lost. The solution will likely be as simple as adding another power module to the system.
Operating limits
The inverter is completely protected against input Over voltage and Under voltage, output
overload, short circuit, and thermal overloads. The inverter has several mechanisms which protect
it against damage as described below.
Over voltage
If the input voltage to the inverter exceeds the limits set, the inverter will immediately and without,
warning shut off. When the voltage returns to the normal range the inverter will immediately restart.
This urgency exists because input over voltages tend to happen very rapidly and can cause
damage to the inverter if it stays running. There is a small amount of hysteresis built into the Over
voltage turn off and turn on set points to avoid the possibility of the inverter turning off then rapidly
turning on. No damage to the inverter occurs unless the amount of power in the surge is very high.
Normally the capacitors on the input of the inverter will absorb the surge without damage. This
kind of fault usually occurs if the battery is suddenly disconnected from the system and the
battery charger continues to supply current.
Under voltage
When the battery voltage falls to a level within 2% to 4% of the low limit of the inverter, the LOW
BATT / THERM buzzer will sound. If the condition continues without reducing the load to the
inverter or adding charge to the battery, the inverter will shut off. This voltage level is called out on
the specification sheet. When the voltage rises to approximately 95% of the nominal battery
voltage, the inverter will turn back on and the alarm condition will clear.
Overpower, Short Circuit
The inverter has two levels of overpower protection. The first, limits the peak instantaneous
current to 25 Amps per 1000 Watt Module. This acts to limit the current with highly reactive loads.
The second system limits the absolute power coming from the module to just above 1000 Watts
per module. Both of these circuits act to reduce the output voltage as required to limit the current
to a safe level. The power limit circuit has two stages to allow the inverter to output its rated surge
power for 3 seconds. This surge power is designed to give motors and electronics the extra
current they need to get started. The overpower protection circuit will recover instantly when the
overpower condition clears. If the over current condition is so severe that it causes the output
voltage to collapse to under 10% of its normal value, it will cause the maximum output of the
inverter to flow 25 Amps per module. If this condition persists for more than 1 second the inverter
will shut down and not automatically restart. This requires the operator to clear the short circuit
safely and guarantee that hazardous voltage will not come back on line until desired. To reset the
inverter from this condition cycle the power switch “OFF” then “ON” again.
Over Temperature
The inverter is also protected against overheating. The inverter will provide its full rated output up
to the temperature listed in the specification sheet. If the inverter is subjected to higher ambient
temperatures or air circulation is blocked, the inverter may overheat. If this occurs the inverter
LOW BATT / THERM buzzer will sound. When this occurs, immediate action is required or the
inverter will shut down. This action may be to reduce the load on the inverter or provide more
cooling air circulating in the inverters immediate environment.
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If no action is taken the inverter will likely shut down within 2 minutes. When the inverter shuts
down, the alarm condition will persist and the cooling fans will continue to run. Since the inverter
has eliminated its load it will cool itself fairly quickly. The inverter will automatically restart when
it has cooled sufficiently and the LOW BATT/THERM alarm will clear.
Theory of operation
The MX series inverter provides the cleanest, best regulated sine wave output over the widest
DC input of any inverter on the market today. The inverters are extremely low in Total Distortion
which is specified to 2% and typically is better than 1.5%. The Total Harmonic Distortion is typically
0.8 to 0.9%. The remaining distortion is a result of residual switching noise which amounts to a
very clean 25 KHZ sine wave superimposed on the fundamental output. No significant harmonics
of 25 KHZ exist. This spectral purity will exist over the inverters entire operating envelope including
nonlinear and reactive loads. As long as the output current remains under 25 Amps peak per
1000 Watts of inverter the total harmonic distortion will remain within the 2% spec. The 25 Amp
peak capability of the inverter is key to understanding the operational envelope of the inverter. As
long as the inverter is supplying less than this amount it will function properly and operate virtually
any load. The inverter can run loads of any power factor. Any real world reactive or nonlinear load
can be run.
Many inverters are rated in Volt-Amps (VA) as opposed to Watts. This is in an attempt to make
an inverter or UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) appear larger than it really is. The only fair
way to spec a product is in Watts (W) which is the real power the inverter can deliver. If Exeltech
inverters were to be specified in VA the 1000 Watt inverter could be rated at 1250 VA at .8 power
factor, 1430 VA @ .7 pf, or an incredible 2000 VA @ .5 pf. It is confusing to spec a product in VA
because the power factor must be specified. However a power factor is only valid for linear loads
such as motors which have a inductive component at light loads. The majority of loads are
electronic or non linear loads for which a power factor can not be easily specified. Our 1000 Watt
inverter can output an honest 1000 Watts continuously at 40 deg C (104o F). This is 8.5 Amps
RMS at 117.5 Volts RMS while not exceeding 25 Amps peak. The job of the inverter is to provide a
true sine wave voltage to the load. It is totally a function of the load as to how current will flow in
the circuit. It may be incredibly non linear so the inverter has to source this current to the best of
its ability while maintaining a true sine wave voltage output. Exeltech products do this better than
anything else on the market, owing to it's precise voltage regulation, fast dynamic response and
high instantaneous current rating.
The inverter can maintain this spectrally pure output at any load, due to a specially designed
non-linear control loop in the primary DC to DC converter. This circuitry is one of three circuits
which protect the inverter from any overload condition-over current, over power or short circuit.
The inverter can also supply twice its rated output power for 3 seconds to start motors or supply
inrush currents to electronic loads. If the output power is exceeded for greater than 3 seconds
the output voltage is reduced to a level which will provide 1000 Watts to the load by clipping the
tops of the waveform. The inverter can operate safely in this mode indefinitely. Should the
overload condition clear, the inverter will go back to providing 1000 Watts at 117.5 Vrms. The over
current circuitry insures the maximum peak current does not exceed 25 Amps. Should this number
be exceeded, it will again reduce the output voltage as required to maintain the limit. Again, the
inverter can operate in this mode indefinitely, so that when the overload clears, output voltage is
automatically restored. The third protection mechanism is short circuit. If the inverter stays at it’s
maximum 25 Amp output for the majority of the cycle and for a prolonged period, 1 to 5 seconds,
the inverter will completely shut off. This typically requires a .5 ohm load per 1000 Watts, to sense
the short.
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This guarantees the inverter is disabled in the event a technician works to clear the short without
first shutting off the inverter. The inverter in fact acts as an extremely high performance circuit
breaker. The short circuit and overload circuitry responds much faster than any normal fuse or
breaker, so no external current limiting devices are necessary( UL has certified this feature). If
many loads are connected to a large inverter, you may desire to use normal circuit breakers to
protect individual branch circuits as the wiring may be smaller than
the inverters surge capacity.
The inverters have a wide range of DC
operation. Typical high line voltages are
1.6 times the low line voltage. Over this
entire range, the inverter performs to every
specification. There is no measurable
change in output voltage, little change in
efficiency, no degradation in output power
or surge power, even at low DC input
extremes.

200 VOLTS DC
AC
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

DC
INPUT
VOLTAGE
DC TO DC
CONVERTER

DC TO AC
CONVERTER

A brief explanation on the system block
diagram may help to explain how everything
interacts. The inverter is comprised of 1000 Watt inverter modules with 117.5 Vac output. There
are 5 types of modules made, Master Module, Power Module, Control Card, Alarm Card and
Transfer Switch. These modules are connected with their inputs in parallel and their outputs either
in series or parallel to make an infinite variety of inverter systems. The Control Card generates the
reference signals that drive up to 20
power modules. The master module
VOLTAGE CONTROLS
MASTER
contains the circuitry of both a control
FOR
THE
POWER
MODULES
POWER
VOLTAGE
MODULE
card and a power module. The power
CONTROL
module can not operate on its own. It
CURRENT
must receive control signals from either
CONTROL
FOR THE POWER
a master module or control card which
MODULES
tell it exactly which voltage to output.
The power module contains circuitry to
CURRENT
POWER
regulate its output current to the same
CONTROL
CONTROL
as all the other modules, and take itself
off line if it cannot match that current.
The alarm card monitors the output of
BATTERY
the inverter system and if the output
INPUT
voltage cannot be maintained, it tries
the other control card. It also sets
AC
DC TO DC
DC TO AC
POWER
various alarms if inverter performance
is impaired.
The power module consists of two pulse width modulation (PWM) circuits in series. A DC to DC
converter which takes the input voltage from the battery voltage up to an intermediate high voltage.
This converter regulates the high voltage output which acts as the input to the following DC to AC
converter. The DC to DC converter has a very sophisticated non linear feedback circuit which
provides the power protection, surge power time limit and voltage regulation. Since the DC voltage
is known and regulated, power is strictly a function of current at this point. Current limit and, ergo,
power limit, is regulated to maintain the inverters output power to 1000 Watts.
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It allows this current to exceed its rated current for 3 seconds, at which time it will limit the current
back to the rated power current limit. The bandwidth of this regulator is very slow (ie. < 30 HZ).
This is done intentionally so that current draw from the battery system is the average of the
current demand, over the period of 1 cycle. Enough energy is stored at this low current high
voltage point to supply the instantaneous demands of the load and to provide storage of reactive
currents caused by the load. The current limit is also nonlinear, such that if it detects a sudden
change in output current demand, it opens the bandwidth to respond quickly, less than 1
millisecond, to the loads demand. The DC to DC section is followed by a patented DC to AC
converter. It is unique in that it can provide instantaneous currents to 3 times its rated capacity,
it can supply voltages both positive and negative of true ground, source or sink reactive currents
without regard to voltage phase and can be paralleled for higher power. This section alternately
provides a positive, negative or 0 volt output to maintain the true sine wave output. Each of the
modes allow for reactive current flow in either direction, should the load demand it. The output of
this PWM is filtered to eliminate the
switching frequencies. This circuitry
also measures and limits the
instantaneous output current to 25
Amps per module as indicated above.
÷ 512
The response time to this is very quick
(25 Khz), to protect the output devices
from overload. If a short circuit were to
be applied to the output of the inverter,
the result would be a very low voltage
25 Amp square wave, since the short
would cause the voltage to collapse. When this condition is detected, it will shut off the inverter
completely. The operator will have to recycle the ON / OFF switch to reestablish operation.
The power modules and master modules output a signal to the backplane, which represent the
amount of current they are providing to the AC output. The power modules also monitor this
backplane signal and compare it against their internally generated signal. If the internal signal is
lower than the backplane signal then the module will increase it’s output current. In this way all the
modules tend to level themselves to the highest module. If a module cannot level itself to within
about 2 bars of the others it will take itself off line. The circuitry that determines this is failsafe in
that any failure in the circuitry will cause the module to go off line.
The control card or a master module produce a reference to the DC to AC converter from a crystal
oscillator running at 512 times the output frequency. The resulting square wave at the reference
frequency is filtered to its fundamental frequency component only. This output is then used as the
reference for the DC to AC converter. The advantage of this approach is the reference is defined
without the use of any potentiometers, which are a perennial source of quality problems both in
the factory and the field.
The product and the factory were designed simultaneously. This affords a high quality cost effective
product. Since all repairs are done at the factory we can confidently quote a demonstrated MTBF
in excess of 20 years. This also allows the engineers feedback to improve the design even further.
Calculations of the most recent revisions of the board indicate MTBF numbers greater than 40
years may be attained.
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Input Power
CONFIGURATIONS
The inverter must be installed with a
BAD
GOOD
battery on the DC side. If it is not, a
destructive oscillation may occur between
CHARGER
CHARGER
the inverter and the DC power supply. The
inverter employs an extremely fast non
linear control loop to allow it to respond to
BATTERY
INVERTER
fast changes in the inverters load
BANK
requirements. No known power supplies
have the dynamic response
characteristics to keep up with the
BATTERY
INVERTER
BANK
inverter. Typically the following scenario
will occur. The power supply will be
supplying power to the inverter. The
inverter will power some load. If a sudden
change in the load occurs such as turning
on some piece of electronics, the inverter will immediately demand its maximum surge current from
the power supply. If the supply cannot provide the required current instantly, the voltage of the
supply will fall. If the supply voltage falls below the low voltage cutoff of the inverter, the inverter
will shut off. When this occurs, any energy stored in the output inductor of the power supply will
immediately cause an output voltage spike. This voltage spike may rise so rapidly that the inverter
will not turn on before the voltage increases to above the inverters over voltage cutoff. If this occurs
there is nothing to limit the voltage spike. Should this spike exceed double the inverters input rating,
damage to the inverter may occur. If the voltage from the power supply increases to a point that
allows the inverter to turn on then the load will turn on, this will cause the voltage of the power
supply to collapse again and the cycle will continue. Depending on the dynamics of the interaction
between the inverter, supply and the load, 3 situations may occur. The load may eventually turn
on. The system may continue to “motorboat” indefinitely. The inverter, load or power supply may
be damaged.
Grounding
The input and output of the inverter are isolated with a minimum of 1500 Vac. While the isolation
guarantees hazardous voltage from the input
will not reach the output and conversely the
inverter is designed to have both the input
and output grounded. The inverter is
LINE (BLACK WIRE)
compatible with negative or positive ground
battery systems. The battery bank may
INVERTER
NEUTRAL (WHITE WIRE)
actually be grounded at any intermediate
voltage. The AC output, again while floating,
GROUND
is designed to have the neutral ( white ) wire
(GREEN WIRE)
connected to chassis ( green ) wire
somewhere in the system. While the inverter
can actually function with the battery and the
output ungrounded, it is not warrantied in that
configuration.
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L
BATTERY
BANK

INVERTER

N
GND

LOAD

OK CONFIGURATION

battery negative via the inverter chassis. These
are only small signal level currents and are not
hazardous in any way but are necessary for the
proper operation of the inverter. If the neutral
(white) wire is not grounded, nothing will limit the
voltage between the AC output line and chassis
ground. If this potential exceeds 1000 V, the
capacitor between ground and neutral may fail
and hence the inverter will not function. A
similar situation exists with the battery ground
and chassis.

In order for the inverter to function the AC output
must be AC grounded to the DC input. This is
accomplished internally by 2 capacitors. One goes
from the AC neutral ( white ) lead to inverter
chassis ( green ) lead. The other capacitor goes
from the battery negative lead to inverter chassis.
In this way AC current can flow from the AC
neutral to

LOAD

L
BATTERY
BANK

INVERTER

N
GND

DISTRIBUTION
PANEL

LOAD

OK CONFIGURATION

L
BATTERY
BANK

INVERTER

N
GND

DISTRIBUTION
PANEL

BETTER
CONFIGURATION

difference between the ground rods. This would
cause a high current to flow through the ground
wires then the inverter chassis and finally to
ground via the battery ground. This high current
may cause a voltage to appear across the case
of the inverter which would then cause parts of
the inverter electronics to see two different
ground potentials. If the ground potential
difference is great enough it can damage
integrated circuits within the inverter.
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The AC neutral, Chassis and Battery should be
grounded at the same point. That is, a wire should
be connected from those 3 points to the same
grounding rod. The following set of illustrations
show possible combinations. All the schemes
except the last one attempt to eliminate the
possibility of high currents flowing through the
chassis of the inverter. The last scheme shows
two separate grounding rods at different locations
as may occur if the inverter is installed in a remote
equipment shed. If a nearby lightning strike occurs
in this situation, there could be a great potential

BATTERY
BANK

INVERTER

L
N
GND

DISTRIBUTION
PANEL

( AVOID GROUND LOOPS! )

NOT PREFERRED
CONFIGURATION
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235 Vac
Grounding
LINE (BLACK WIRE)

LINE 1-117Vac
(BLACK WIRE)
LINE 1 - 117Vac
(RED WIRE)
NEUTRAL
(WHITE WIRE)

The 235 Vac output
NEUTRAL (WHITE WIRE)
INVERTER
APPLIANCE
is designed for the
GROUND (GREEN WIRE)
north American biphase standard.
This is achieved
with 2 inverter modules by setting one with a voltage
output 180 degrees out of phase with the other. The result
is 3 possible output combinations.

The inverter has 117.5 Vac phase 1 output from Line 1 (BLK.) to neutral (WHT),
117.5 Vac phase 2 from Line 2 (RED) to neutral (WHT)

LINE 1-117Vac
(BLACK WIRE)

NEUTRAL
(WHITE WIRE)

and hence 235 Vac from Line 1 to Line 2. The advantage of this
configuration is power can be taken from the inverter in any combination
of 117 / 235 combinations so long as the output current limit of either of
the single phase inverters is exceeded. Any degree of imbalance is
allowed. For instance in a situation of a 2000 Watt inverter with 1000
Watts per phase any of the following situations are acceptable. It may
supply up to 1000 Watts off phase 1 and up to 1000 Watts off phase 2
simultaneously. It may supply 2000 Watts to a single 235 Vac load or
some combination that may add up to 2000 Watts total or 1000 Watts
per phase. A combination may be used like 1000 Watts at 235 Vac, 500
Watts 117 Vac on phase 1 plus 500 Watts at 117 Vac off phase 2.

It is important to note that the neutral wire must be grounded in this situation for all the same
reasons as stated above.
Outside of North America most of the world uses a single phase 220
Vac to 240 Vac power system. The inverter while designed specifically
for the North American standard can safely power any appliance made
for these systems. All electronics are designed such that a single fault
will not subject the user to a hazardous voltage. This will remain true
LINE 1 - 117Vac
(RED WIRE)
even if the inverter is used to power with the neutral connected to
ground rather than one of the line conductors. Two situations are
NEUTRAL
(WHITE WIRE)
possible:
3 Wire systems
This system is used on appliances with a metal case. The premise is if one of the line
conductors shorts to the chassis a circuit breaker in the AC supply system should open.
This will occur exactly the same way in the inverter. The inverter will sense a short
between one of the line outputs and neutral, it will supply its short circuit current for
approximately one second and then shut off both phases. This acts exactly like the
required circuit breaker.
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2 Wire system
This system is used when the appliance is double insulated or reinforced insulation is used. In this
case the appliance is made such that either line can be “HOT” since the plug is generally made
symmetrical. So it does not make any difference to the electronics what the potential to ground may
be. It is typically tested to 1500 Vdc from either phase to ground. In this case there is no ground
wire to short to and hence ground potential makes no difference.
Some users have asked why they cannot
connect one of the lines to ground and leave
LINE (BLACK WIRE)
the neutral terminal floating. Unfortunately the
inverter may not survive this type of connection
NEUTRAL (WHITE WIRE)
INVERTER
APPLIANCE
for reasons similar to those mentioned above
in grounding. The inverter depends on the
neutral terminal to be “ground”. If the neutral is
left floating in the 230 Vac case it will ultimately
be at 117.5 Vac relative to the inverter chassis.
As mentioned before, the inverter cannot stand
high currents flowing in the chassis. If 117 Vac
is energizing the neutral and no voltage energizing the chassis it has the same effect as putting a
current through the chassis because of the potential difference between neutral and chassis. This
causes unexpected feedback currents between the battery negative terminal and neutral. These
currents ultimately cause the inverter to fail.
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7317 Jack Newell Blvd. North
Fort Worth, TX 76118
817-595-4969 C 800-886-4683
Fax 817-595-1290

MAINTENANCE
Preventative maintenance required on Exeltech products is minimal. Under normal circumstances,
the only maintenance required is a regular visual inspection of the inverter to check for signs of
dirt, dust, corrosion or other damage.
Inverters that are used in harsh environments such as mining or marine, should be inspected more
frequently as well as cleaned if dusty or dirty. Accumulated dust may block airflow and impede
cooling which can cause overheating. The units should also be checked thoroughly for loose
hardware or damaged wiring caused by excessive shock or vibration.
Since the inverter system is modular, repair is done on each module as necessary. If a module
fails, remove and replace with a new module. Call Exeltech for an RMA number, then send the
failed module to Exeltech. Repairs are done at Exeltech only.
Inverters not in use (ie; stock) should be powered up and run partially loaded for a few hours every
12 months. This will help keep the electrolytic capacitors from depolarizing. These units should be
stored in a manner so that exposed contacts are subject to minimal oxidation.
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Transfer Switch- A simple AC relay can also be used for inverter
/ shore power applications.
Transfer Time
- Inverter to Commercial Power: 4 msec.
- Commercial Power to Inverter: 4 msec.

ON
OFF

Note: All transfers are Phase Synchronous

DC VOLTS

Voltage Transfer Set Points
- Low Voltage Settings: 105Vac
- High Voltage Setting: 135Vac

AC OUTPUT
CB1

UTILITY ON

DC VOLTS*
MODULE FAIL*
TEMP*
LOAD*
UTIL*
UTIL SOURCE*

ON

UTILITY OFF

OFF

OFF

RED

RED

-

-

RED

RED

GREEN GREEN GREEN

RED

GREEN

RED

GREEN

GREEN GREEN GREEN GREEN GREEN

RED

RED

-

-

ON

GREEN GREEN
-

-

GREEN GREEN
RED

-

GREEN GREEN

-

ON

GREEN GREEN

-

-

INV*

GREEN GREEN

RED

RED

ON

-

-

-

LOAD

ON

GREEN GREEN GREEN

GREEN GREEN GREEN

INV SOURCE*

PRIMARY
REVERSE*
PRIMARY SELECT
UTIL / INV*
MAIN AC
BREAKER

MODULE
FAIL

TEMP

LED’s and Switch Settings

INV ON / OFF*

TECH

MX X-FER SWITCH

UTIL

-

GREEN GREEN

UTIL
SOURCE

INV
SOURCE

INV

GREEN GREEN GREEN

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

INV

INV

UTIL

UTIL

UTIL

INV

INV

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

INVERTER SWITCH:* UP is “ON” and DOWN is “OFF”.

PRIMARY
REVERSE
UTIL
PRIMARY
SELECT
INV

.

DC VOLTAGE LED:* Will be “ON” (green) when DC power in specs.; Orange - DC power in warning
range or low voltage; Red - Inverter OFF or DC power out of range.
.
MODULE FAIL LED:* Indicates a module “failure”, indicates an Inverter Module failure, Control Card
failure or system overload.
.
TEMP LED:* Indicates an over temperature condition exists.
indicator, this indicates a Power Module failure.

In conjunction with a module fail
.

LOAD LED:* Indicates that output power is being supplied to the “Load”. Main AC Breaker “ON” (green)
or “OFF” (red).
.
UTIL LED:* Indicates that Commercial Power is operating within specified limits (green); overload
(orange) and fail (red).
.
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Grounding
TECH

MX MASTER
MODULE

The neutral terminal of the
inverter must be bonded
(connected) to earth ground
in one place and one place
only, somewhere in the
system. The neutral terminal
of the inverter itself is isolated
from ground so the Connection must be made by the
installer. Typically this
connection occurs at the
main distribution panel at the
power entrance to the
building. There is frequently a
distribution sub panel after
the transfer switch as well,
and no connection to ground
can occur there.

OVERLOAD

LOAD

ON

ON
OFF

ON

OFF

In units this small typically the
inverter is the only supply and
back up power is a generator
so the inverter also acts as a
main distribution box for the
load, so would need to be
grounded.

A-

RSW

RVD+

BAT (+)

CHASSIS

NEUTRAL

BRKR/RVRS

Step 1: Shut off AC & DC
power to inverter.
Step 2: Remove two screws
holding transfer switch.
Step 3: Remove transfer
switch by pulling on the
handle.
Some force will
be required.
Step 4: Install new module
insuring the PCB is in the
grooves of the plastic slides.
Step 5: Seat module firmly
into connector and re-insert
front panel screws.
Step 6: Apply AC & DC power
and set primary select switch
as desired.

POPK

LINE

Transfer Switch Removal
and Replacement
UTILITY

SOURCE NO
SOURCE COM
SOURCE NC
INV FAIL NO
INV FAIL COM
INV FAIL NC

MINOR NC
MINOR COM
MINOR NO
MAJOR NC
MAJOR COM
MAJOR NO

DC FAIL NC

SIG GND
REFIN
U115(SIG)

DC FAIL COM
DC FAIL NO
AC FAIL NC
AC FAIL COM
AC FAIL NO

A-

BAT (-)

MBS LOCK
NEUTRAL

CHASSIS

LOAD

LINE
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16.059

.282 DIA
TYP.

13.272
12.022

0
.438

8.328
8.766

0

8.766

2.910
1.660
0

7.182
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